Optimizing Flavivirus Detection in Free-ranging Non-Human Primates
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Zero-inflated Poisson model analyzing ecological traits
and flavivirus richness*

Introduction:

Methods:

Flavivirus transmission can include a wide variety of
species, with sylvatic cycles often complicating
1,2
prevention and control efforts in humans . This
research examines the traits of non-human primates
(NHP) with confirmed detection of flaviviruses and
uses non-invasively collected oral samples to
optimize a serologic assay to help target and improve
future surveillance efforts.

Optimizing non-invasive saliva method:
● Saliva samples were collected from macaques in
3
Southeast Asia using a non-invasive rope method ,
as well as conventional serum and oral samples.
● Samples were tested for antibodies with 5 different
magnetic bead-based Luminex assays.
● Plaque reduction neutralization assays (PRNT)
were performed to confirm suspect CHIKV
positives.
Ecological Traits Analaysis:
● A dataset was created using the "Ecological Traits
4
of the World's Primates" dataset , the IUCN Red
5
List of Species , and a literature review of
flaviviruses detected in NHP.
● A multivariable zero-inflated Poisson model was
used to assess relationship between NHP traits
and flavivirus richness (sum of flaviviruses in each
species).
.

Objectives:
● Aim 1: Optimize a non-invasive saliva method to
detect exposure to flaviviruses in NHP.
● Aim 2: Curate a comprehensive dataset of NHP
species, their host traits, and evidence of detection
of flaviviruses.
● Aim 3: Analyze ecological and biological traits
associated with detection of flaviviruses in NHP
species.

Results:
.
Agreement between oral swabs (tested with NHP
IgGMA) versus serum (tested with human IgG)
7,8

*Data analyzed included 526 species (10% of which were positive
for flaviviruses), 11 ecological traits, and 40 habitats.

Conclusions and Future Aims:
● Antibodies against CHIKV were detected from
non-invasively collected saliva samples and validated
with PRNT for the first time.
● Subtropical/tropical heavily degraded former forests,
savanna, and subtropical/tropical dry lowland grassland
habitats are positively associated with flavivirus
richness. Mean individuals per group are negatively
associated.
● In the future, conduct PRNT assays for other
flaviviruses.
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● CHIKV antibodies were confirmed with PRNT in 5
non-invasive saliva samples and 9 serum samples.
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